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The new edition of ADA planters and MEDEIA 
vases are ready to order in brushed aluminum.
The unpainted surface means that the raw 
material is visible in its purest form.
Each object is hand-turned and hand-brushed 
and is reminiscent of an industrial piece. Different 
shaped spinning chucks are used to shape 
the sheet metal blank in rotation for the metal 
spinning process.

The metal surface dully reflects the colours 
and light of the room, easily blending in with its 
surroundings.

As the surface is not lacquered, the material ages 
in a beautifully natural way, but is resistant to 
corrosion.



The MEDEIA trio is not only divers 
through its geometric cuts.
Each vase has its purpose of a 
bouquet of flowers. Since MEDEIA 
BOLD restrains the wild branches, 
MEDEIA SLIM loves to hold 
just one flower. MEDEIA MIDI is 
self-confident even without any 
flower bouquet and charming just 
through its clear geometric shape. 
Not every vase needs to carry 
flowers.





Like MEDEIA it was made in a metal 
spinning process out of aluminum, 
but this one is meant to be the new 
home for plants with roots. They 
come in four types, all can be filled 
from both sides, allowing for endless 
combinations from cactus as well 
as palm trees. The slightly reflective 
metal surface creates a beautiful 
contrast to the fresh green leaves. 
The new planter edition is suitable for 
both indoor and outdoor use. 
For outdoor use, the rubber plug 
should be removed to prevent 
rainwater from accumulating.



DOWNLOAD IMAGES

MEDEIA ADA

https://llotllov.com/images-milan-2021/
https://llotllov.com/object/ada-bold-raw/
https://llotllov.com/object/medeia-midi-raw/


ABOUT

description: geometric planter

material: aluminium raw

colours available : black, white, pigeon, blue, raw

including: rubber plug for ada

made in: india

production: 100% hand made

availability: in stock

years of development: medeia 2016, ada 2019

design: llot llov

website: www.llotllov.com

MEDEIA ADA

vase: bold

measurements: 250mm x 220mm

weight: 0,8 kg

planter: large

measurements: 520mm x 320mm

weight: 1,7 kg

pendant light: midi

measurements: 160mm x 270mm

weight: 0,65 kg

planter: bold

measurements: 500mm x 350mm

weight: 1,5 kg

pendant light: slim

measurements: 50mm x 420mm 

weight: 0,5 kg

planter: midi

measurements: 370mm x 230mm

weight: 1 kg

planter: small

measurements: 340mm x 210mm

weight: 1 kg
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